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IN THE CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL MONUMENT
(A PROPOSED NATIONAL PARK)

Invites you to picturesque Capitol Reef National Monument
country, offering delicious food with fresh vegetables from our
one-acre garden, pure soft spring water and no TV. Special
features include cookouts, 4-wheel-drive station wagon tours
(choice of 12 different 1-day tours), area horseback riding,
geology, photography and early Mormon history sessions.

Let us show you the same country that we did
Joyce Rockwood. See article, "Spanish Gold
in the Henrys", on page 18 of this issue.
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TREASURE
FUN! .,
Metalert turns an
ordinary weekend into
a family adventure.

AY is a grand month with the
excitement of planning the
summer vacation uppermost in the
minds of many. With this in mind
the current issue was designed for
the people who like to do something
different and plan a little in advance.
Southern Utah and Northern Arizona
offer just about anything a vacationer
could possibly want with matchless
scenery of brilliant hues plus the full
gamut of outdoor recreation. One note
to keep in mind. With the ever-increasing population the demand for accommodations will be greater than ever, and it
is the wise vacationer who plans ahead. The map on page 17 includes all the areas
on which articles were written.

A Peek
in the
Publisher's

M

Vandalism has been mentioned several times in this column and at the risk
of becoming boring I would like to cite just one more instance that apalls me. This
time it is cemetery vandalism, which is on the increase. Both California and Nevada
have had an alarming increase of headstone stealing, and the excavation and looting
of graves, during the past few years.
Much of this type of desecration goes unknown because it takes place in
pioneer cemeteries, where there are no living descendants in the vicinity to make the
discovery and report it, and unfortunately, most casual observers "don't want to get
involved" by notifying authorities.
Because there is usually so little evidence left at the scene, law enforcement
agencies have little hope of apprehending these evil doers. About the only possibility
of tracing these criminals is to discover gravestones or other burial artifacts, in their
possession and with this in mind I am reprinting a directive from Nevada City,
California:
$150 REWARD HAVE YOU SEEN THIS TOMBSTONE?

Going to the beach? Or hunting, fishing
or camping? You can add extra fun to
your next family outing by taking along
a Fisher "Metalert" Treasure Detector.
Who knows, you might bring home a
valuable lost relic; even silver and gold!
• Unsurpassed power and sensitivity
with solid state circuits.
• Easy to use; adjusts and operates
with one hand! Superb physical balance; arm support.
• Waterproof sensing head completely
submersible. Telescoping shaft for
compact storage and transportation.
• Replaceable transistor battery available everywhere; built in tester.
Built to the same exacting standards as
Fisher precision instruments for industry and science. Send for complete free
literature. Also, collectors' edition
guidebook "Discoveries From the Past"
sent if you include 50<' postage.
"Metalert" . . . the Finest You Can Buy

FISHER TREASURE DETECTORS
DepartmentDM, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

This monument, about 27 inches tall,
has two sides. The reverse side reads:
"Our Darling—Cora May—Died June
23, 1877—They sweetly sleep."
The reward will be paid for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of those who stole it from the Historic
Pioneer Cemetery at Red Dog, Nevada
County, California. The theft occured
about the first week of January, 1970.
The monument marked the graves—
and sad memories—of two of the first
children of Thomas P. Blue and his
wife, Philinda.
The 2-year-old baby, Guy, died of a
"scald" from a kettle of boiling liquid.
His little sister took sick and died on a
trip to the East and her little body was
brought back West for burial in the
family plot. Anyone with information regarding the stolen tombstone contact the
Nevada County Sheriff's Department.

Rambling
Hocks
by Glenn and Martha Vargas
HE USE of turquoise as a gem antedates written history. The turquoise of the Old World originated in
the deserts of the Middle East, and is
still mined in Iran, formerly called Persia.
The turquoise is still known as Persian
material. Some of this is the finest to be
found anywhere. New World turquoise
was probably in use before that of the
Old World. The Incas and Aztecs, and
some of the civilizations that predated
them, used the gem for inlaying ornaments and other objects of art. Many of
the world's museums contain excellent
examples of the fine workmanship, and
photographs of some of these objects appear at times in books and periodicals.

T

The interesting part of the story of
the New World turquoise is that the only
known possible source of the material
used by the ancients is our own desert
southwest. The first mines worked were
probably in what is now New Mexico.
As the use of the gem increased, and the
demand became greater, mines were
opened in areas now occupied by Arizona, Nevada and California. Some of
the mines now producing turquoise were
"discovered" in recent times as preworked
tunnels and shafts. Some contained ancient stone and wood tools and other
signs of mining operations.
The method of mining was evidently
very crude, as evidenced by the crude
tools left behind by the operators. The
basis of the mining operation in most
mines was to build a fire around the desired seam and then quench the overheated rocks with water. This made small
cracks that could then be opened with
their took. Undoubtedly, the turquoise
was somewhat cracked in the quenching
process, but as small gems were usually
the end product, this probably did not

create a problem. The problem of shaping and polishing the larger pieces that
must have appeared from time to time
was probably much more vexing.
It is not definitely established just who
worked the ancient mines, but it appears
reasonable it was not the South American peoples who used the gems. This
conclusion is based on the fact that nearly all tribes of American aborigines exercised territorial rights and usually would
not allow parties of another tribe to cross
their lands. Some type of trade flourished
between nearly all adjoining tribes of
these peoples, thus it is logical to assume
that turquoise was traded southward.
The ramifications of the process must
have been most interesting when one
ponders the situation. The Indians who
lived in the regions containing the mines

probably became miners because of the
demand for the beautiful blue stone.
They needed something from the province or provinces to the south, so the
rough material was bartered in that direction. This trade must have been repeated many times before the turquoise
reached its final destination. It is very
doubtful that an emissary could have
done the mining, or made the original
trade, and then transported the stone
southward. To carry out such an operation, the emissary might have had to pay
tribute every time he crossed the border.
All that would have been necessary to
start the trading process would be to convince individuals along the route the material had value to the south, and the
flow would start. This was probably facilitated by the beauty of the material.
Turquoise is one of the few gem materials
that is nearly as beautiful in the rough
as it is in the finished form. It certainly
would be much easier to start a flow of
trade with a beautiful rock, rather than

one that was drab, but later would finish
into a beautiful gem.
How the rough material was fashioned
into gems is probably not completely
known, but various known tools and present cutting methods among primitive
peoples give us clues to complete the
story. Turquoise is a fairly soft material,
about 5 to 6 in hardness on a scale of 10.
Sand, being composed of quartz which
is 7, has been used to shape materials
such as turquoise. Sandstone, sand cemented into a rock, could easily have
been used to shape gems of almost any
reasonable form. The use of other slightly porous stone of about 7 in hardness,
and having a smooth surface, would tend
to smooth and even polish the gem. This
type of gem cutting is very crude and
time consuming, but it undoubtedly was
the only obvious method open to these
peoples.
In some parts of the world today,
primitive and even civilized peoples are
fashioning gems with methods that are
not much more highly refined. The lack
of a high lusterous polish probably did
not perturb the ancients, as the material
was very colorful to begin with, and any
shaping or smoothing was a decided improvement. A high lusterous polish was
undoubtedly unknown to them, so the
usual results must have been satisfactory.
The present advanced art of the American Indian in his use of turquoise is considered by some to be a remnant of the
original art of the ancients. There is disagreement on this, and the matter needs
further ethnological investigation. It is
interesting to note, however, the present
use of turquoise by the Indians of the
southwest does not demand a perfectly
cut, highly polished gem. Whether or not
the present art is a remnant of the original art, the present craftsmen feel that
color, pattern, and an intriguing shape
are the most important features of a turquoise gem. If it is difficult to polish a
gem of this type, then polish becomes
secondary.
This type of elastic thinking allows for
a full expression of the art, both in the
cutting of the gem, and its incorporation
into a piece of jewelry. The ancients took
the same course; that of making the most
of what was at hand, and were not bound
by inflexible tradition that demanded
something that could be attained only on
infrequent intervals.
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